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My colleagues and I have spent the past few weeks
thinking about how we’ll deliver this year’s flu
vaccinationprogramme, tomaximise coveragewhile
ensuring the safety of our staff and patients. Like
many others, we concluded that supporting
neighbouringpractices tohelpdeliver theprogramme
at scale was a sensible starting point.

Yet, when we got into the detail of how this might
work, therehavebeen innumerable challenges,many
of which we’re still trying to overcome. Unlike the
beginning of the pandemic, when red tape was
stripped back and money poured in, it seems that
GPs and their teams are now expected to deliver the
largest and most comprehensive flu vaccination
programme in UK history, in less than four
weeks—with no extra resource or support confirmed
by the government or arm’s length organisations.

If this is to become a reality and not just a glorified
public relations exercise, there’s much work to be
done. Local government needs a mandate to secure
large, open plan indoor spaces and car parks where
swathes of people can be vaccinated in quick
succession. This negotiation can’t be left to individual
practices or primary care networks. In addition, if
non-practice sites are used for flu vaccinations there’s
currently a requirement to register them with the
regulator, but this process is shrouded in mystery.
We must ensure that any new set-up is safe, but we
need clarity and pragmatism about how this is done,
given the tight timelines.

There’s also the small matter of how we secure
additional staff to vaccinate the extra 15 million
people we expect to request a flu jab this year.
Locally, we’ve looked into collaborating with our
community pharmacy teams to secure extra staff, but
restrictions currently prohibit pharmacists from
vaccinating patients away from their own premises.
Workforce aside, I’m perhaps naively assuming that
our government has ordered sufficient additional
vaccines and personal protective equipment—and
that a distribution plan is in place. We can only hope
that mistakes from earlier in the pandemic won’t be
repeated.

Finally,we’re grapplingwithhow to invite thousands
of patients for their vaccinations, when general
practice IT systems aren’t adequately set up for this
task. The best current proposal involves posting a
letter to every patient,with an individually generated
barcode—which seems entirely out of sync with the
“digital NHS” championed by Matt Hancock. I’m
certain that better solutions are out there, but they
need to be procured en masse and once again can’t
be left to individual GPs to sort out.

This is arguably one of themost important preventive
exercises we’ll undertake in this pandemic, and the
sameenergy thatwent into settingup theNightingale
hospitals also needs to be channelled into making
this year’s flu vaccinationprogrammea success. Let’s
hope that it’s not just rhetoric and that the
government will help us overcome these challenges,
so thatwe’renot overwhelmed thiswinter byadouble
blow of flu and covid-19.
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